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"Fantasy Grounds - Sanctuary of Belches is a Castles & Crusades/Dungeons & Dragons style, 5E character building/populated combat sandbox game. Its set in a fantasy inspired post-apocalyptic world populated with fantasy creatures and the occasional mutant. Sanctuary of Belches comes with 10 ready-made builds, two of
which are designed from the ground up for this game: the generic build and the Asmund build. Both of these builds have the same 5-point buy, but the Asmund build is designed around the powers of Charisma and the generic build is designed around the power of Wisdom. The result are builds that are balanced around the
intended playstyle. To customize your character, select one of the 10 base archetypes. Each of the 10 archetypes offer about a dozen skill choices. These skills are divided into three categories: Physical, Mental, and Social skills. There are seven multiclass choices. Each of these multiclass options gives you a choice of Strength,
Dexterity, or Wisdom, or an alternative choice of Charisma, Intelligence, or Constitution." Duration: 1h Language: English, Russian ISBN: Price: 8.99 USD Publisher: “Radical Fireman” has accumulated to a total of 500 million downloads worldwide and it is now time for the sequel, “Jones On Fire”. It's time to save more kitties, and
challenge yourself in the new title with new characters and gameplay! Get on board and get ready to be an adventurous firefighter! Jones On Fire is a 2-button infinite runner about being a firefighter and saving kitties - originally released on mobile, now everywhere. It's also the precursor to Hot Tin Roof. Grab Jones On Fire to see
how the story of Jones and Franky begins, save some kitties, then try its extremely cute and also ultra-violent brawler successor. Original DescriptionBecome Emma Jones, firefighter extraordinaire, tough cookie and kitten lover. Beat 10 levels of dangerous mountain terrain, improving Jones skills with every fluffy life saved. Strive
for ever higher scores, and gain the adoration of millions of cats!Save the kitties! Youre their only hope!- Fast, frenetic, side-scrolling fun- Intuitive controls- Juicy running and jumping physics- Fun in short bursts, but addictive enough for longer plays- Upgrade Jones with increasingly spiffy fire-fighting skills

What's new in Fantasy Grounds - Sanctuary Of Belches (5E):

5E Dungeons and Dragons Overview By GameSpy Fantasy Grounds version 0.99, also known as the new-generation, 4E, officially-named Open Gaming Engine, replaces the older 2.5 edition of the game for
Fantasy Grounds version 0.10 and all newer Fantasy Grounds versions. This article walks through the differences between version 0.99 and 0.10 and gives you a look at the features of Fantasy Grounds version
0.99. This software is available for Windows and Macintosh. "Coming Soon" - The text that appears next to the checkbox for this document. For a new free guide about Fantasy Grounds 0.10, join the GameSpy
Insider Club. It covers the basics of getting started with this program, with more than 25 video tutorials on the features of Fantasy Grounds. Pros Ability to use the new-generation engine written for 4E, rather
than the old engine written for the 2.5E rules set. Updated Artwork, icons, quick-reference pop-ups, and features! Cons The only compatibility with 4E is support for the new-look, tab-based interface and the
updated artwork. The new-generation engine is built for the new-look, tab-based interface, not the older 2.5 edition-style interface. Although 2.5E style tabs have been integrated into some of the new menus,
there are some skills or tools that are only accessible through the newer-generation engine. Because the cost for this new engine is so low, it can be used on a free basis as long as no products are sold. The
new engine only supports the 4E rules set. If you use other roles, you need to have an older version of Fantasy Grounds, and then convert your game to 4E with an older version of the software. The new engine
is relatively new and is not up to snuff with other similar utilities. The following features are not yet available, or may be broken: Character sheet, Game Master tools (e.g., temporary combat modifiers, etc.),
Templates - features like character or monster creation, quests, and encounters. This article outlines the differences between the older 2.5E engine and the new-generation engine. The article also walks you
through the installation and configuration of the new engine, provides a brief overview, and lists some of the differences you might experience when working 
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System Requirements For Fantasy Grounds - Sanctuary Of Belches (5E):

Adobe Flash Player 10.1 or later. Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7, with 512 MB RAM recommended. Obligatory "Gamer Card" is recommended. Other requirements: Software to stream a video format of
your choice. For most people, Xvid will do, but others will work. When streaming video, VLC is the best and most reliable, but StreamSoft is okay. Skype, for most people. SoundCard (optional) Installing
Skype
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